
The Forum Software

The Cypress Developer Forum is constantly used by the users and by Cypress's 
engineers and both parties learn and live from the information presented here. Thus 
given, the forum turns out to be a communication-*TOOL* that has to be in good shape 
to be effective for all the active (posting / controlling) and passive (reading) members.

This is actually not the case.

My intention is not disturbing and so forcing some frantic changes, but to initiate some 
kind of thinking-over what really is needed and how it should be implemented. There 
have been some responses I've seen from the users (and me) and although those 
complains have been repeated there was never a feedback from the forum-software-
crew saying "We have heard your complain, we will work on that and it will be 
introduced at...".

The normal access to the forum leads to an overview (named "Community Activity") of 
the recent 10 posts (not scrollable). As long as the frequency of the posts is low this 
might be sufficient, but at times the number of posts increases unread posts get out of 
view and can only be retrieved by a time-consuming search through all the forum sub-
folders. So the current software concept is unable to support higher forum activities.

MUST haves (honestly inevitable) 

 Posts must be visible immediately to get answered soon. It is unacceptable to 
wait for an hour until a post is visible to other users. That is hindering the 
efficiency and dramatically reduces the possible post frequency.

 Display previous posts  while the answer window is open. When there is a list of 
questions to answer or we just need the spelling of a name there is no chance to 
re-view the post except opening a new browser window and maneuver to the 
tread / post again which indeed will take its time.

 Quote previous post (selective). Mark the text that should be quoted. Quoted text 
should be displayed in a different color.

 Search function inside the forum, not just on the whole Cypress website. Even TI 
uses Google search...



 Edit function for the last post in a thread for the poster. As soon as a response 
has been received, the original topic can no longer be edited.

 Delete function for the first post by the original owner, disabled as soon as follow 
up posts have been made. This helps when duplicates got posted due to lag of     
system response.

 Maintain a scrollable list of unread posts: This feature turns out to be very 
necessary when the post frequency grows, it gives the visitor a quick overview of 
all new activities. When the user reads a post it gets automatically marked as 
"read".

 Getting rid of all errors! Which implies you will need a place to report them to. 
The actual list of errors is something lengthy and I doubt that it would be of any 
use to discuss the items right here or right now.

Forum improvements

 Pop-up a warning when the original thread is more than 6 months old. A user 
should not continue to discuss a topic that has long since been resolved or the 
OP went on.  Recommend to start a new thread instead.

 User can apply for forums (PSoC1, PSoC 3 & 5, USB-Controllers) and gets 
informed about posts from those only. Many are not interested in memory, clock 
or even USB but those posts fill up a lot

 Maintain a scrollable list of new posts (24 hours)

 Maintain a list of threads I started or posted to recently



Conclusion

The list of changes absolutely required is not short and none of the items is really trivial 
to solve or you would already have it implemented. Most of the above requirements (if 
not all) are fulfilled by standard forum software  (FSW) being it a commercial or an Open 
Source, so the effort to provide all of us with a working solution is drastically reduced 
but should not be underestimated. There will be the need of connecting a database 
system to the FSW, transferring the so far collected data to the new DB and lastly 
making everything rain-proof for attacks from the outside. The FSW visual design has to 
be Cypress-alike and lastly the FSW has to be announced to the users, help-desk has 
to be organized and so on. Could be done (roughly estimated!) within one month, 5 IT 
people + 1 visual designer. Double that time and you'll get it in-time  :-) I cannot tell how 
much you estimate to hand-code the requirements within your existing FSW but I 
suggest the overall needed manpower to be something more than my above given 
estimation.

It is never an easy decision to jettison something that already has eaten-up large 
amounts of effort, man-power, money and time but in this case to switch over to a 
completely new solution will even help to save money, enhance Cypress's prestige and 
to save in long-terms man-power for running a more effective FSW: The IT-stuff, the 
forum managers, the Cypress-engineers answering the forum and the users would all 
benefit from a change. 

By the way: the history of programming languages shows that Niklaus Wirth and 
Kathleen Jensen when building the very first PASCAL compiler showed the courage to 
do something similar: dumping a compiler already finished to about 80%, so you would 
be in a very good company.

A working example of an FSW to which a link from the Cypress website already exists is 
http://www.psocdeveloper.com/forums/index.php. I'd like to suggest everyone of you to 
visit that site to get an overview of the facilities this FSW offers and that one is 
seemingly a non-commercial Open Source product which could be adopted to 
Cypress's needs without reinvention of the wheel.

Jörg Meier

aka Bob Marlowe
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